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agents, 15–16
annuity hedging, 203–204
ARCH models, 73–74
asset swaps, 156–163, 170–173

and hedging, 201–203
and HER, 231

assurance policies
See also life insurance
introduction, 1
investment structure and risk, 3–4

autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity.
See ARCH models

bivariate copulas, 43–44
bond constructions, 116–117
brokers, 16, 92

capital markets products
bond constructions, 116–117
CIOs (Collateralized Insurance Obligation),

138–141
convertable bonds, 120–125
coupon bonds, 119–120
equity-linked notes, 144–145
introduction, 115–116
longevity bonds, 126–137
PAC bonds, 141–144
power bonds, 137–138
principal protection, 125–126
Sharia compliant bonds, 137
zero coupon bonds, 117–119

carriers, 17
CDO contracts

credit correlation for CDO pricing, 47
gaussian copulas and correlation in CDO

structures, 44
introduction, 27–29
life policy CDOs, 29
synthetic and cash flow CDOs, 29

CDS contracts
bond pricing, 33–37
introduction, 27

CIOs (Collateralized Insurance Obligation),
138–141

collateral managers, 16–17, 93
Collateralized Insurance Obligation. See CIOs
convertable bonds, 120–125
copulas, 43–44, 76–77
coupon bonds, 119–120
coupon tranching, 63
CPPI study, 164–167
credit enhancement for retail, 153–154
credit risk and hedging, 227
Credit Suisse Longevity Index, 184
custodial agents, 57, 92–93

deterministic mortality swaps, 170
diversification and hedging, 227

endowment insurance, 11–12
equity bonds, 62
equity reversal programme, 154–156
equity-linked notes, 144–145
escrow agents, 16

FER (financial economists roundtable)
proposals for reform, 2–3

financial economists roundtable. See FER
floater/inverse pair, 64–65
forward mortality, 176–178, 191
forward rate agreement, 182
forwards, 185–190, 219–220
Franklin, Benjamin, 1
futures, 185–190, 219–220

GARCH models, 74
gaussian copulas and correlation in CDO

structures, 44
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generalized autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity. See GARCH models

generic life policy valuation, 37–38
Goldman Sachs QXX index, 185
Grigsby vs Russell (1911), 13
group policies, 105
guaranteed loan repayment

asset swaps, 156–163
commercial and industrial uses, 147–151
CPPI study, 164–167
credit enhancement for retail, 153–154
pension swaps, 163–164
principal reduced mortgages, retail, 151–153
reverse mortgage or equity reversal

programme, 154–156

Health Insurance and Portability and
Accountability Act. See HIPAA

hedging, 4, 93
caps, 222–224
credit risk, 227–228
futures–forwards, 219–220
HER for an inverse longevity bond,

228–232
introduction, 199
inverse longevity bonds, 208–219
liquidity risk, 226–227
longevity or extension risk, 199–208
options, 220–222
swaptions, 224–225

HER (Hedge Efficiency Ratio)
and inverse longevity bonds, 228–232

HIPAA (Health Insurance and Portability and
Accountability Act), 14

home lease programme, 156

implied models, 69–73
insurance wraps and hedging, 211
insured(s), 17
interest rates, 178–179

caps, 194–195
swap, 179–181
swaptions, 195–196

inverse longevity bonds, 134–137
and hedging, 208–219
and hedging, 208–219, 228–232

investors, 16
IO/discount fixed rate pair, 63
IO/PO pair, 64

JP Morgan index, 185

LE* SETTLEWARE, 53
legal representatives and securitization, 57–58
leveraged reinvested pools and LSP

securitization, 102–105

Lévy process, 78
Lewis and Ellis, 53
life assurance, definition, 8
life insurance

correlation, 47–48
development of viatical settlement and life

settlement markets, 13–15
history, 5–9
legal issues, 22–24
life settlement process, 18–22
other issues, 25
parties involved in settlement transaction,

15–18
policy types and underwriting, 9–13
termination and surrender, 8–9

life settlement derivatives
asset swaps, 170–173
futures and forwards, 185–190
introduction, 169
longevity bonds, 169–170
mortality curves, 173–185
options, 191–196
synthetic pools, 196

life settlement pool. See LSP
life settlement portfolio projection

cash flow, 247–257
detailed results, 235–246
executive summary, 234

life settlement portfolios
risk management of, 51–54
use in mitigating risks, 4

life settlements
parties involved in transaction, 15–18
process, 18–22
transaction timeline, 23

liquidity providers, 93
and hedging, 226

liquidity risks and hedging, 226–227
local volatility models, 75
longevity bonds, 126–137, 169–170

and hedging, 200–201, 220–222
futures, 192
puting option on longevity of pool,

193–194
spot bonds, 192–193

LSP (life settlement pool), 78–89
LSP securitization

examples, 93–105
group policies, 105
introduction, 91–93

LSP securitization sample description outline
administration and accounting, 112
introduction, 107–108
marketing assessment, 110–111
modelling and pricing, 111–112
product description, 108–110
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managed pools and LSP securitization,
99–101

MAPS model, 53
market model, 191–192
medical and acturial review, 93
medical underwriters, 17

inexact science, 25
Model Acturial Pricing Systems. See MAPS

model
Modelling (2008), 3
modelling, 69–78
mortality and credit structures

CDS and CDO contracts, 27–29
correlation and portfolio calculations, 40–48
data, 30–31
generic life policy valuation, 37–38
mortality adjustments, 38–39
Poisson process, 31–33
rating transactions, 48–51
risk management of structured life settlements

portfolio, 51–54
single life mortality calculations, 33–40
valuation approach, 30

mortality caps, 194, 196
mortality curves, 173–185

and spot forwards, 191
stresses, 39–40

mortality mathematics, 2
mortality rates, 183–185
mortality swaps, 171–173

and hedging, 212–219
and HER, 231–232

mortgage structures, 60–65

NAIC (National Association of Insurance
Commissioners)

model legislation, 24
NAS bonds, 62–63
NASequentials, 63
National Association of Insurance

Commissioners. See NAIC
neural nets, 77–78
non–accelerating senior bonds. See NAS

bonds

originator/transferor and securitization, 56
over–collateralization, 211

PAC bonds, 62, 141–144
See also schedule bonds

parallel tranching, 61–62
parametric models, 73–75
pension swaps, 163–164
Planned Amortization Class. See PAC bonds;

schedule bonds
PO/premium fixed rate pair, 63–64

Poisson process, 31–33
policy owners, 15
policy riders, 12–13
portfolios and hedging, 226–227
power reverse dual currency bond, 65
pricing mortality models, 191–196
principal protection, 125–126
providers, 16, 92

rating agencies, 16, 57
realized moments, 75–78
regulatory, 58
relationship management, 25
Reoch Credit model, 53–54
reserves and hedging, 226
restaurant chain purchase

balance sheet restructuring, 150–151
introduction, 147–150
leasing, 150

retail product
principal reduced mortgages, 151–153

reverse mortgage, 154–156
risk management, 58
runnoffs with or without annuities, 206–208

schedule bonds, 62
secondary markets and life assurance policies, 2
securitization

by type, 66
compared to structured products, 3
introduction, 55–60

sequential tranching, 61
servicers, 17, 57
Sharia compliant bonds, 137
short rate model, 191
single premium annuity, 204–205
sponsors and securitization, 55–56
SPV risk remote, 92
SROs (statistical ratings organisations), 2
statistically managed funds and LSP

securitization, 95–99
stochastic volatility models, 75
STOLI (Stranger–Originated Life Insurance),

24
and LSP securitization, 92, 94

structured products
compared to securitizations, 3
introduction, 60–66
risks, 66–69

structurer, 16, 57
surety bonds and hedging, 210–211
synthetic securitization, 58–59
synthetic structure, 65–66

TAC bonds, 62
See also schedule bonds
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Target Amortization Class. See TAC bonds
term insurance, 11
tracking agents, 17
transaction rating, 2
trustees, 16, 57

underwriters, 16, 57
universal life, 9–11

VADM bonds, 62
variable universal life, 11

Very Accurately Defined Maturity See VADM
bonds

viatical settlement and development of markets,
13–15

whole life, 12

yield enhancement bond, 65

Z bonds, 62
zero coupon bonds, 117–119
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